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Objectives:

The British Human Power Club was formed to foster all aspects of human-powered vehicles - air, land
& water - for competitive, recreational and utility activities, to stimulate innovation in design and development in all
spheres of HPV's, and to promote and to advertise the use of HPV's in a wide range of activities. Hooray bikey bikey!
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Issue 71 closes around December 1st. Ish.

Letters, articles, pictures,Cake, etc. are always welcome - please send to the Editor at the address opposite. Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file formats
readable by a PC (text in ASCII, Lotus WordPro/AmiPro or MS Word easiest to cope with), but if
you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable. To reduce cheesiness, electronicallytransmitted photos should be at a resolution of 300 dpi (or greater if you can afford the bandwidth).

A Day At The Races
BHPC Race Events
Well, we might get this one out prior to…
Sunday October 13th
Eastway – AGM and Other Things
All events will be starting on the track at 11:00 so please get there with enough time to get going then.
Number boards are IMPORTANT, so fit them. You will need two of about A5 size, one facing forward not
obscured by legs etc. You can tilt this back to a max of 45° if you wish, and one on the left hand side.
Payment on the day - BHPC members £7 per race, Non-members £10 per race.

Other Race Events
August 28th – 31st 2003

Friedrichshafen, Germany

World HPV Championships. Scheduled to coincide with the Eurobike show. No further details available
yet, but stay tuned.

The Editor Takes Tea And Crumpets With The Queen
Being An Announcement Of Sorts

receivable and liquidation of remaining
inventory is being handled by agents of
secured creditors.”

For once I am not excusing the desperate thinness of this piece of the magazine. No, my
Sinister Agents have been hard at work
gathering Essential Information, which I can
now Disseminate for the Edification of All.

Being An Announcement Of The
Demise Of The BikeE
It is with regret, or at least something very
much like it, that I am obliged to report the
demise of BikeE, the Corvallis, Oregon-based
manufacturer of MWB recumbents. BikeE
were in all likelihood the largest manufacturer
of recumbents on the face of the planet, but in
this day and age that ain’t no guarantee of
survival, chiz. As former BikeE boss Bob
Brown has it: “As a result of continued
operating losses, on August 23, 2002, BikeE
Corporation ceased operations and terminated
all of its employees. Collection of accounts

A BikeE AT, yesterday
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Being An Announcement Of A Giant
Recumbent, In A Way

you were hoping for 72-tooth chainrings and
Dura-Ace standards of fit and finish… Anyway,
that most reliable of Sinister Agents Peter
“Velovision” Eland says that:

Well, not exactly, in spite of the fact that BikeE
frames were manufactured by Giant in Taiwan.
However, Giant’s 2003 range will include the
Revive DX8, at an alleged cost of 900 Euros /
600 of your English Pounds.

“It seems like this groupset was developed
principally for small-wheeled folding (upright)
bikes - but it will surely find applications on
many small-wheeled recumbents and children’s
bikes as well. If you can ‘mix and match’ a little
to use a triple chainset, you’d get a more
suitable range of gears for touring... It will be
available in Europe – both as OEM kit and as
individual parts. Here’s how Shimano introduce
the new kit:
We are pleased to introduce the first Shimano
component group for small wheel bicycles has
been developed. The group is named “Capreo”
after “capreolus” of Latin word that means a
fawn. It images a small wheel bike which runs

Being An Announcement Of Matters
Related To The Trice
I am informed by Neil Selwood that:
“We are very pleased to announce that from
July onwards, all ICE Trice models ordered
from our range will come with International
standard mechanical disc brakes as standard.
We have also designed our own trike specific
CNC machined hub to compliment the move to
disc brakes. Overall width of the trikes is
reduced, the hub has sealed cartridge bearings
and is exceptionally strong. The option to
upgrade to Hope hydraulic disc brake callipers
will remain as will the option to order drum
brakes. Full details can be seen on our
website at www.ice.hpv.co.uk/news.html” And
as I spent as much of the fortnight following
Lancaster zooming around on ICE’s demo
Micro, it would indeed be churlish of me not to
share this information.

Above: 9-26 cassette
Below: Capreo rear derailleur

Being An Announcement Of Parts,
From Shimano
I see here that Shimano have come up with a
groupset intended for small-wheel bikes.
Before you all fall overboard to buy a fistful, I
should perhaps mention that it’s primarily
targeted at the folder / commuter market, so if
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through the street speedily like a fawn [ Do
people actually get paid to write stuff like this?
– Ed.].

use area to accommodate five-a-side football,
netball, basketball, badminton, a 60m sprint
track; sports science, medical and weightlifting
rooms; fitness facilities, steam room and
sauna; 500 spectator seats; changing rooms; a
4.2 metre wide closed road circuit and car
parking…The only similar quality indoor
velodrome in the UK is at Manchester. Built for
the city’s Olympic bid, this has hosted two
World Championships and the Commonwealth
Games”. What price a velodrome in London
which isn’t a hundred years old, eh?

Features:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Compact design: The CS (Cassette
Sprocket) is the 9T top sprocket. The
combination is 9 speed of 9-10-11-13-1517-20-23-26T. FH-F700 [chainset] is
necessary for this CS.
The power modulator “SM-PM60” is
compatible with BR-F700 for controllable
braking [Ugh! – Ed. ].
FC-F700 with stylish double chain guards.
The chain guards are designed with a soft
Europeanised image.
Tap Fire shifting lever, which enjoys a
good reputation as a comfort system
component, was adopted for its simple
operation.”

Furthermore, we learn from Ian Sims that:
“The hubs will be available in 24, 32 and 36
holes, but not 28 holes. Rear O.L.D is 135 mm.
The single ring cranks will be available in 165
mm, and 170 mm, and 130 mm pcd. 45t is
standard, and 46t is optional.”

Some trackies, yesterday

Meanwhile, Paul London tells me that:
“As a little bit of news I heard on our local news
today that one of the old colliery sites in East
Kent is going to be turned into a country park
with a sporting cycle theme - it was to have
been just mountain bikes but it will probably
have a road circuit too. As it’s quite near Dover
it would be a good venue to attract over some
European competitors.”

Various cunning constructors are already
plotting ways to combine the Capreo’s small
sprockets with existing MTB hardware to
produce a 9-34 cassette…

Being An Announcement
Concerning Venues

And Roger The Hilldodger weighs in with:
Lots of Stuff going on this front. Firstly, let us
hear more of the velodrome proposed for
Newport, South Wales, as exclusively revealed
in this very organ some time[1] ago. Geoff Bird
sent me a clipping from C+, commenting that it
“Sounds a good venue for Worlds / Europeans
or a two-day BHPC event.

“Spokesfest have secured initial European
funding to begin the development of a major
new cycling and human powered vehicle
centre, right in the heart of the city. The project
will form part of Leicester’s ambitious regeneration programme and has the backing of
numerous local and regional authorities and
organisations.

“A new national indoor velodrome for Wales
has been given the green light and will be built
in Newport at a cost of £75 million, the money
coming from the Sports Council of Wales
SPORTLOT Fund. The flagship facility will
include a 250m indoor cycling track; back-up
facilities including a drug-testing room; a multi1.

Over the past two years we have discussed our
proposals with the highly supportive Leicester
City Council, Leicestershire Health Authority
and the East Midlands Development Agency,
and have piloted a number of projects with the

as we Filthy Lying Journalist Scum say when we can’t be bothered to look it up…
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Being An Announcement Of Most
Interesting Vehicles

support of other organisations in order to
prepare the reports and business plans
necessary to secure the funding.

Geoff Bird also pointed me at this, which,
according to the web site http://wsminc.com/
HumanPoweredVehicle/HPV.html:

Initially we’ll be renting a small workshop from
which we will develop both our special needs
cycling and bike recycling, with other projects
beginning as match funding and space
becomes available. An offer of two years free
office and showroom space has been made by
another nearby regeneration project.

“Engineer Chris Clouser invested nearly 1000
hours of his personal time developing and
building this exotic HPV…

The workshop will also house our eclectic
range of unusual bikes and HPV’s including our
pedal powered boats, work bikes, recumbents,
circus bikes, family bikes and many more. Most
of these machines will be available for hire.
We have purposely identified various smaller
amounts of dedicated funding to avoid the
pitfalls encountered by a great many Millennium Commission funded projects, and with our
emphasis on ‘organic growth’ we are confident
we’ll not be solely reliant on annual grants to
survive. Several commercial enterprises have
also been researched or piloted, and these will
begin when the relevant partner companies and
organisations are ready to do so.

This extreme machine is a recumbent, fourwheel drive, four-wheel steering, independent
suspension mountain bike. The vehicle weighs
about 50 lb. depending on accessories. It has
anywhere from 6 to 13 inches of travel
depending on shocks and mounting configuration. It is a working prototype which exhibits the
function of several innovative new concepts.
Several aspects of this vehicle are still under
development.

The centre will be situated adjacent to Leicester’s picturesque Abbey Park, through which
runs Sustrans Route 6, and be within easy
reach, on traffic free routes, of many attractions
such as the National Space Centre. The city
council have commissioned a series of reports
from Spokesfest on disability cycling access to
all the city’s cycle routes and will be using
these as a guideline for all future developments
in the city.

Equal length A-arms were chosen for their
ability to perfectly control camber throughout
the entire range of travel at 0 degrees of roll
(body roll being minimised by rider technique).

As a result of receiving this funding a number
of changes have had to be made to the
Spokesfest organisation. With the exception of
our annual festival, which will still be organised
by us on an entirely voluntary basis, all of our
activities will come under the name of
CycleMagic.
Leicester is Britain’s first Environment City and
at the ’92 Rio Earth Summit was one of only a
handful in the world to be praised for its
environmental policies and future plans. The
city was the only one from the UK to be invited
to this year’s summit in Johannesburg.”
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Bump steer has been accounted for, and the
steering is a near perfect Ackerman. Caster,
camber, and toe are fully adjustable, as is the
seating.

Slightly less likely to provoke a major outbreak
of head-scratching is Neil Jones’ web site, of
which he writes:
“Just a note to mention a website I’ve published explaining the background to (and
excuses for) my up & down bike, http://
www.velolution.co.uk. It may be of interest to
some BHPC members along with the links to
other related machines!”

A single large disc brake is used to stop all four
wheels. Power is transferred through the drive
train to all four wheels. This design will prohibit
the rear wheels from locking up before the front
under hard braking.
Still to be addressed is the design of a limitedslip differential. Currently, tight turning is
difficult and puts a large amount of stress on
the drive train since the axles are locked.”
Meanwhile, Michael Killian points us at http://
www.sidewaysbike.com/, and writes:
“Introducing a two wheel steering bicycle that
travels sideways. The regular bicycle was
invented in 1817. Here is a new bicycle
invention.”

Being An Announcement Of Things
For Sale
Long-term members with good memories, or
those who have successfully downloaded some
of the early issues of the Newsletter, may well
recall the name of Peter Tansley, who among
his many exploits was, if I remember correctly,
the first BRITON to enter the Tour de Sol in
Switzerland. Anyway, he would like it to be
known that:
“For 15 years I build custom frames, including
HPV’s but stopped about 12 years ago. An
impending house move means I want to
dispose of all my stock, e.g. 531 and CroMo
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tubing of all shapes, sizes and lengths
including aerofoil X-Section, Bottom Brackets,
Lugs, Fork Crowns, Drop-Outs, every Braze-On
imaginable, etc., etc. Also a Short Wheelbase
Recumbent Tandem as featured in a 1988
BHPC Newsletter! I need to get rid of it so I’m
letting it all go dirt cheap. Contact Tel: 01392
669405 or e-mail ptansley@internettoday.co.uk”

the most successful Speedbike at distances of
one hour and more. The Team will venture into
the shorter distances at this year’s WHPSC in
Battle Mountain (USA). The results of Lars
Teutenberg’s Record make the team very
confident.”

Being An Announcement Of HighSpeed High-Jinks

“Apparently you can now buy a Whitehawk
body for 11.500 Euros. Before production
starts (by Jürg Birkenstock), a minimum of 4
orders need to have been placed with 2/3 paid
in advance. Interested parties should contact
Guido Mertens at
projektleiter@speedbikebgl.de”

Not only that, but now you can buy one!
Belgian Sinister Agent Gerrit Govaerts says:

Another of my Shadowy Agents tells me that:
“Lars Teutenberg covered 82.433km in one
hour in the Whitehawk speedbike. The 31 year
old professional cyclist of Team BP Köln not
only improved his own record by 1275m, but is
also the first winner of the minor DempseyMacCready Prize. He beat the mark of
Canadian Sam Whittingham (79.136km) by
more than 3%. Following his record run, he
continued riding to beat the 100km record. This
was also successful with a speed of 80,97 km/
h. Now Teutenberg is also the first human to
ride this distance faster than 80 km/h. He beat
the old record by more than 5km/h.

Though I have heard that Young Master Robert
(English) is intending to have a pop at the Hour
at Millbrook later this month in the Kingcycle
Mango. See elsewhere in this issue for more
on the machine, and even on the outcome
should it happen…

Being An Announcement On
The Matter Of Not So Glorious Goodwood

At the Opel Vehicle Proving Ground in
Dudenhofen, Teutenberg started on July 27,
2002 at 8.17 p.m. local time. Martin Staubach
and Gunnar Fehlau acted as IHPVA officials
and took care that the rules and regulations of
both the IHPVA and the Dempsey-MacCready
Prize were complied with. While Staubach and
Fehlau took the time in a classical way with
stopwatches, the team led by project coordinator Guido Mertens tested transponderand photo-finish systems, supplied by the Mika
Timing GmbH. The wattage of the vehicle were
measured with the SRM Trainingsystem. The
performance of the rider was supported by
Maxim Sports Food Systems.

A year ago we were all celebrating the victory
of Mighty Being Bob Dixon and the AVD Gravity
Racer in the soapbox derby at the Goodwood
Festival Of Speed. However, in the words of
the intrepid pilot:
“I`d like to report that the major car companies
were vanquished in the wake of the mighty
Windcheetah soapbox but unfortunately it
wasn’t to be. Our newly bodied device was
travelling Very Quickly Indeed on the first
Saturday race. Unfortunately when faced what
with seemed like an impossibly fast entry to the
final bend I dabbed the brakes momentarily
and threw the race away... which is decided on
the aggregate times of the Saturday and
Sunday races. Throwing caution to the wind
and putting my race face on we came second
in class on the Sunday and third overall, behind
BMW and McLaren. Trailing behind us on
Sunday were Lotus, Ford, Jaguar, Bentley,
Cooper, MIRA [Motor Industry Research
Association] Unisys plus a host of other entries,
24 in all.

Besides the top condition of the rider, mainly
fine tuning on the Whitehawk led to the
improvement of the record. Not only a new
canopy with much better visibility was used, but
also the trimming of the body was tuned. A
further advantage over the last record run were
the Schwalbe Stelvio tires. The Whitehawk,
developed in 1998 at the Institute of Plastics
Processing at the University of Technology in
Aachen, has proven its class anew and is still
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Being An Announcement With Which To
Close This Section
Of The Publication
…we can exclusively reveal
the latest from the House of
Burrows – the new
RatScooter – as snapped by
Andrew Willmott at Darley
Moor. Readers furnished
with the ubiquitous Junior
Pocket Microscope Model
3a will be able to see the
ingenious front suspension,
which helps to stop the rider
from falling on his or her
nose when confronted with,
for example, a pebble.
Our time on the Sunday didn’t make up the
Saturday deficit and we finished 4th in class
and fifth overall. The McLaren entry was truly
wondrous to behold and had some very clever
design features, woe betide us all if those guys
ever get into HPV’s [One word: Reynard – Ed. ].
I promise I will try harder next year. For fans of
gravity racing [which believe me is a lot easier
than pedalling] there is another race scheduled
for the Bugatti owners club meeting at the
famous and historic Prescott Hill in Gloucestershire on the 28th September.
I think this will be our last serious attempt at
the Goodwood Challenge, next year I’ve
promised Mr. Burrows that we will be more proactive on the HPV racing scene”

Actually, it’s Jonathan’s, but
we won’t let that bother us
tonight, will we, boys and
girls? Say “No, Uncle
David, we won’t!”
Omnes: No, Uncle David,
we won’t!
Me: LOUDER!
[That’s enough rock’n’roll
clichés – Ed. ]
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It’s Your Letters, It’s Your Letters!
At the time of writing I’ve ridden all of half a
dozen BHPC races, so maybe I’m barely
qualified to comment on the set up. On the
other hand, as a newbie, I might be the type
that the club wants to attract into racing, so
here goes.

which permits them and, by extension, anything
similar. An alternative might be some test of
practicality as a load-carrying machine. Jon
Coulson suggested that the class should race
with half a case of wine on board, though
perhaps he thought that starting a race with a 4
1/2 litre Platypus of house red in the tailbox of
his Toxy would make him eligible.

The new points system:
I think this is really good, especially for those of
us not in the top rank. Having meaningful
points way down in the classification means we
can properly enjoy our own little rivalries, even
if we’re not in the running for trophies.

Race Lengths:
In a nutshell, having travelled to an event, I
would like to do more than half an hour’s
competitive racing. The format of two halfhourish races for points seems a good one (but
I write this *before* Darley Moor!). It would be
nice, though, to have a change from this length
of race – track capacity permitting. How about
some hour races?

The Sports class:
An excellent idea to have a class in which (if
I’ve understood correctly) someone with only
one recumbent, on which they might need to
commute, shop and tour can also race
competitively. The problem, as was acknowledged at the 2001 AGM, is how to define it. I
don’t think the 105 cm eye-line rule is all that
successful, partly because it’s a function not
just of the machine but of the rider (Dave
Larrington qualified for the category on his
Speedmachine, but I suspect other riders might
not have) but mainly because it excludes
machines that deserve to be eligible. The
Hurricane is a case in point: I commute on
mine, I believe I saw a trailer-hitch on the one
Oliver Taylor raced at the AGM and Andy
Harrington carted a full load of camping gear to
Lelystad on his - then raced on it. Nice one,
Andy. I know some other members have
identified bikes which do pass the 105 cm rule
but are in some way too race-oriented (or,
perhaps, insufficiently like a Ratcatcher). I
should point out that the facts that I’m writing
this and that me and my Hurricane would be
doing quite well in the Sports class are entirely
related.

Adrian Setter
York Cycle Campaign:
http://www.cunningham-king.freeserve.co.uk/
ycc.htm

ARE YOU GETTING
ENOUGH?
We are all racers and as such are always
interested in any performance increase in the
desperate hope of narrowing the gap between
ourselves and the distant Chattington.
The majority are racing with limited facilities
and budget, so that coveted Razz Fazz may
never appear in our eclectic bicycle stable.
The simplest and cheapest way to gain an
increase in performance for most of us is
therefore going to be achieved through
additional exertions combined with a reduction
in the excess baggage that some of us carry
around.

I’m not knowledgeable enough to suggest an
alternative scheme, in terms of hard-and-fast
dimensions, but I fancy that something to do
with the relative heights of bottom bracket and
seat, maybe combined with a minimum seat
height, would do the trick. Perhaps the
pragmatic thing to do would be to take some
example machines that already race
(Kingcycle, Ratcatcher, Hurricane, Challenge
Mistral, Streetmachine, etc.) and frame a rule

The traditional method of achieving these ends
is to increase training (When? I don’t have the
time) combined with a decrease in calorie
intake (diet - not at all appealing).
I propose a revolutionary method of achieving
the coveted performance increase while still
having fun – race for longer!!!
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Even energy sapping cyclo-cross events rarely
last for less than an hour. I am sure that we
could all last at least that long.
We all bear the considerable cost of travelling
to far flung events during the course of a
season purely to race each other. At Manchester many raced for as little as 20 minutes out of
several hours available track time and many
hours travelling. Don’t misconstrue my
comments. I wouldn’t have missed it, I have

rarely enjoyed myself more, but we could
potentially double the fun by such simple
expedients as turning up early, signing on early,
getting to the start line on time, and between us
resolving to use the limited track time available
to us for Racing.
The organisers do a stoical job. Let’s all make
their job easier, race for longer and double the
fun.
Andrew (opinionated) Willmott

Builders’ Corner
SOME STREAMLINES
Geoff Bird
I have finally finished the rebuild of my
streamliner and have miraculously competed in
two races without crashing. I chickened out at
Milton Keynes. A vicious crosswind just before
some stout steel gateposts gave me flashbacks to Brighton. I also had a mystery
mechanical problem which I think was the
freewheel on my Goldtech hub locking
momentarily (it runs on a plain bearing). It had
already spat me off on an unfaired test run

around our estate (that’s ‘housing’, NOT
‘country’)…
By Castle Combe I had replaced the rear wheel
with one of those 16 spoke Shimano ones and
rigged up some bomb doors.
Fiona and I spent about 20 minutes trying to
find the correct entrance to the circuit, eventually giving up and driving straight through the
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car boot sale towards the familiar circle of vans
and streamlined blobs in the distance. And
guess what? It was windy again! As is customary at Castle Combe, a two-hour race was
planned. I despise tradition.

drinking (no, not Dutch courage) and taking
deep breaths. Fiona was using her fabric fairing
for the first time and when she went past me
she looked as scared as I felt, but she didn’t
stop. There was no option – I was going to
have to go back out there.

I took it very easy in the early stages of the
race; an exploratory lap or two had shown up
strong gusting side winds on the pit straight.
Travelling at around 24 mph around the corner
into the pit straight I would stop pedalling to
keep my speed down. Unfortunately the wind
had different ideas, as this was the point at
which the fairing started working as a sail. I
was accelerated uphill along the pit straight to
about 30 mph with no power input from me
whatsoever! I know Paul has eloquently
described the phenomenon in this very
periodical but it is something else to experience
it first hand. The gusts were leaning the bike at
alarming angles – it felt like the wheels were
going to be blown from under me at any
minute.

Having rejoined the race I felt more confident. I
had by now learnt to just let the bike get on with
it in the gusts. It was leaning into the wind and
holding its line quite happily all on its own and
trying to steer just sent my steed into a tankslapper. I was fairly certain that if I was going to
be blown over then it would have happened
already. I upped the pace and ended lapping at
around 27 mph. I was still taking it easy on the
corners – the wind and my inexperience made
this advisable. By this time I was enjoying
myself and was quite sorry to have to stop! My
computer said that I had done 25 laps in 1 hour
50, although this is at odds with the official
results. I now know that two hours in a
streamliner can generate an awful lot of sweat.
I don’t think it was all from fear…

I stopped after about 30 minutes. My excuse
was that the rear tyre was rubbing slightly on
the fairing (Ian Willett used the same excuse 2
minutes later!) but in truth the crosswinds were
scaring me s###less. I spent 15 minutes

Hayes was the next race and I was looking
forward to it. Come the day and guess what?
Yup, it was windy again AND it was threatening

Geoff versus the Tomahawk, Lelystad
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INTERESTING EXPERIENCE #1

rain. I did a decent number of practice laps to
get used to the twists and turns. It really is a
wonderfully challenging circuit at the speeds a
streamliner (or Rob) can sustain and with
average speeds very similar to Castle Combe.

When setting off for my practice laps I asked
the Twed to hold the bike upright, so that I
could start with the bomb doors shut. The
Twed, obviously being even more nervous than
me, held the bike in a vice like grip, the result
being that, rather than proceeding majestically
into the centre of the track, I turned sharply
onto the grass verge, ending up at nearly 90
degrees to the intended direction.

Come the race I made a rather wobbly start
(too low gear) and it took me ages to get the
bomb doors shut (slight redesign required). I
was just winding up to a half-decent speed
when my computer stopped working. This was
part of my undoing in Brighton so I erred on the
side of caution speedwise. Then the computer
started working but so did the big rainmaking
machine in the sky. I haven’t yet installed a
deflector for the demist vent, so the screen
went all misty on me. This got gradually worse
until I was steering with one hand and constantly wiping the screen with the other. This
and the fact that I was finding it very difficult to
judge the dampness of the track did nothing for
my pace.

You may think this mishap was due entirely to
the author’s stupidity, but no. This is an
illustration of counter steering or at least a
Twed thwarted attempt at it, a phenomenon not
even consciously noticed by many cyclists (why
do you think it is so hard to learn to ride a
bike?).
If you steer a bike like a car (i.e. towards the
direction you want to go) then, due to centrifugal force (okay, for you pedants out there, I
know that centrifugal force doesn’t strictly
speaking exist) it will fall over. This is a bad
thing. At low speeds or if the turn is very gentle
then you can counteract this dangerous fallingover tendency by using the correct degree of
Body English (we are not talking about your
body here Rob – there is far too much of that
goes on already…) to keep the C of G over the
line between the two tyre contact patches.

Slash, Paul, Andrew and eventually Rob
(unfaired!) all lapped me. Ian C came past me
twice, the second time giving me all of 30 mm
of steerage. He did the same at Castle Combe
despite the track being 10 metres wide. He
ought to remember that my bike is much more
solidly built than his and therefore better suited
to games of dodgems!
The thing that really knocks me out about a
streamliner is its ability to maintain speed up
hills. It seems quite impossible for a bike
weighing the best part of 50 pounds especially
when powered by such a puny engine as me. I
was easily holding 30 mph at the top of the hill
after the start/finish line. The main straight
seemed to have crosswind gusts in both
directions, which everyone was finding
disconcerting. I couldn’t manage more than
33.4 mph along there.

Sufficient Body English is not possible in a
cramped, fully streamlined HPV or on any twowheeler making a fast or sudden manoeuvre.
The only way to get the bike to turn right is to
steer left (honest) or counter steer. This puts
the bike into a left-hand arc, which, due to
centrifugal force, makes the bike fall to the
right. The precessional forces in the front wheel
will now turn the steering naturally to the right.
In most circumstances the rider will need to
apply some correction to the steering to follow
the desired course in a corner. The amount and
direction will depend on a complex interaction
between the steering geometry, the second
moment of area of the wheels; something
called camber thrust and a lot of other stuff I
am too tired to think about. This is what cyclists
often describe as understeer or oversteer,
when they are not going fast enough to
experience either. These two terms properly
describe an imbalance of slip angle between
the front and rear tyres and if experienced to

I didn’t hear the bell, so the chequered flag
caught me unawares. When I stopped after a
warm down lap and took the lid off it felt very
cold all of a sudden.
TWO INTERESTING EXPERIENCES
I had two interesting experiences in the
streamliner at Castle Combe, both of which
have a bearing on HPV theory. I would now
very much like to share them both with you
(quiet at the back!).
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any great extent on a bicycle on tarmac usually
results in painful gravel rash.

For a two-wheeled vehicle in a crosswind not to
divert from its path without any input from the
rider then the aerodynamic centre of pressure
must lie on a line which passes through the
contact patch of the rear tyre and the centre of
mass of the vehicle and rider.

The fact that it is difficult to apply Body English
on even an unfaired recumbent is one of the
reasons many people have trouble riding them
at low speeds. I find the best way to teach
people to ride a recumbent is to hold them up
while they put their feet in the pedals and then
push them along at a fast trot. You will feel
when they get their balance and can let go. If
they start from standstill they are doing the
difficult bit first, that is, going slowly.

Tony calls this the ‘trim line’. If the C of P is
forward of this line then the bike will tend to
steer into the wind and vice versa. There is a
slight complication if the steered components
have a significant aerodynamic effect (perhaps
a steering front wheel nacelle). This will usually
shift the top of the line forward slightly.

Using counter steering consciously can be very
useful when you want a bike to change
direction very quickly, like, for instance, when
racing.

The other problem is knowing where the centre
of pressure is. A wing section will usually have
a C of P roughly a third of the way along its
length toward the front. The C of P of a vehicle
will almost always vary according to the
direction of the wind and the speed of the
vehicle (the important thing being the resultant
angle of the two), so you are never going to
have ideal stability in every situation.

INTERESTING EXPERIENCE #2
The behaviour of my bike in strong crosswinds
reminded me of an email exchange I had with
Tony Foale a while ago. He is the author of
“Motorcycle Chassis Design”, a book recommended in our own “So You Want to Build…”
for its usefulness to HPV designers.

The angle of lean in a crosswind is dependent
on the relative vertical heights of the C of P and
the C of M. The lower the C of P relative to the
C of M the smaller the angle from vertical.

Tony has just completed a much-expanded
update of his book. Find out about it at http://
www.tonyfoale.com. Having mentioned to him
the problems of HPV’s and crosswinds he
kindly sent me a draft of the chapter from his
new book on just this topic. He has also been
in correspondence with Dr Andreas Fuchs who
has published a theoretical paper on the
subject from an HPV perspective.

You can read more about these subjects and
others from someone who really knows what he
is talking about in Tony’s book (also available
as a CD-ROM).
Incidentally, Tony has built his own LWB
recumbent bicycle with treadle drive. He uses it
extensively in the area of rural Spain where he
lives. The locals now use ‘foale’ (they pronounce it fo-ah-lay) as a generic word for a
recumbent. Well, it’s more elegant than ‘bent’!

The conclusion independently arrived at by
both these very clever men is essentially as
follows:

The Kingcycle Mango
Rob English
We have a name at last - due to the shape,
haven’t ridden it with the top on, having the
and continuing the Kingcycle organic theme
deadline at least made us get on with it - Miles
after the Bean, the bike has been named the
and I were both ready for a holiday after long
Mango. Unfortunately we later discovered that
days in the workshop! We are still tweaking a
there is a Dutch velomobile with the same
few things; the steering is currently via a fairly
name, but it took us long enough to think of it,
long tiller, this is about to be converted to a
so we are sticking with it! And yes, it will be
remote system, which hopefully will make the
suitably painted later...
handling a little easier. The gears all seem to
work nicely, although I haven’t got any further
We actually managed to get the bike finished
than second gear riding without the top!
for the European Championships at Cyclevision
2002 in Lelystad, Holland. Although I still
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That’s the pictures, here are the specifications:
Overall length: 1925 mm (6' 3.8")
Widest point: 400 mm (15.7")
Height (body only): 858 mm (33.8")
Ground clearance: 40 mm (1.6")
Weight: 16.4 kg (36 lbs.)
Rider height: 1753 mm (5’9")
Rider weight: 67 kg (147 lbs.)
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Okay, not the best pictures of the inside, not
the easiest thing to photograph... must get a
digital camera sometime soon! Anyway, we
have six gears in the intermediate gearbox. A
fixed jockey wheel with side plates holds the
chain in line whilst the sprockets slide on the
intermediate spindle. A second sprung sprocket
near the chainring tensions the chain. The
sprockets are pulled left and right via small
lengths of chain, which are connected to a loop

of cable with two push levers for my thumbs on
the stem. Indexing is achieved with notches for
the locating pin in the spindle.
The final drive is on the left. We should have
had an all carbon fork/wheel fairing, but had
moulding complications, and with the time
constraint brazed up a steel fork with a bolt-on
two-piece carbon wheel fairing. The final chain
is tensioned with a sprung sprocket located just
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in front of the fork crown. To ensure everything
is rigid, each fork leg continues to the floor of
the bike, where they are located with additional
bearings. In order to keep the cutout required
for the front wheel as small as possible, the
bike features a 90-degree head angle, with
15mm of reverse trail.

to be gripped securely to ensure it is held
upright, but also needs to slide out easily when
the required speed is reached. We ended up
using the tail end of the discarded carbon
mould, which of course exactly mirrors the
shape of the fairing.
We ran out of seats in the van at one point, so
David Kingsbury drew the short straw and got
the Mango seat for a while. Demonstrates the
position quite nicely though!

The wheels are currently regular spoked
wheels with carbon disc covers - we will do
some proper carbon wheels when we have
time. Both feature drum brakes and
were balanced prior to having the
discs glued on. Tyres are of course
Schwalbe Stelvios (28-406). The
wheels are sealed from the cabin the rear in the box as shown, the
front with the wheel fairing and the
little skirt which allows the 5
degrees of steering lock. Ventilation
will then come in at the nose, be
ducted up to the screen and the
rider’s face, before exiting at the
split in the tail. One advantage of
the upright position is that more of
the rider’s back is open to the air, so
there is a bigger surface area for
cooling.
This is a picture from Lelystad, which nicely
shows the Mango sitting in its launching trolley
(the idea blatantly stolen from Matt Weaver).
Due to the limited steering lock, it is hard to
balance the bike below about 8 mph. The
trolley enables the bike to be held totally
upright whilst being given a starting push. It
took us a while to get this right - the bike needs

Finding somewhere safe and big enough to run
a fully faired HPV is not easy. With our local
velodrome (too small, but handy for low speed
shakedowns) out of commission due to
subsidence, we had to look elsewhere. So on
18th July, we battled the city traffic to get to
Herne Hill track in South London, which is a
450m fairly well banked concrete velodrome.
Upon arrival we discovered that
there is no flat infield as hoped, and
so we had to start on the banked
straight. We added some wedges to
the launch trolley to try and make
the bike sit upright, but starting was
a bit more difficult. However, after a
few trial starts with the top off, it was
time to bite the bullet and try with
the lid on. I wobbled a bit out of the
trolley, but the new steering is far
superior and I was able to correct
quite easily. A couple of laps round
and I was up to 35mph, at which
point it was getting too bumpy and I
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didn’t dare try to go any faster. But it
works! The ventilation comes
whistling through very nicely, and
the gears work very well. So far so
good.
The next step was to try and get on
a track where I can actually see
what it will do. We had asked the
Rockingham Motor Speedway if we
could use their track and they very
kindly came up with an evening slot
for us. This is a new American-style
Indycar 1.5 mile banked circuit, with
a lovely surface, and a reasonable
amount of shelter from the huge
spectator stands.
After a couple of laps without the lid,
it was into the little black box and off into the
unknown.... There was a bit of a breeze, but

good conditions otherwise. I gradually clicked
up the gears, hitting 45mph the first time out
and getting very scared! Tensing up
in there does not help the control!
But with subsequent runs I got more
used to the bike, and was even able
to apply a bit of power. Eventually I
was averaging about 45mph, with a
peak speed of 51mph - this would
have been higher but I was
undergeared and didn’t want to take
my cadence above the 115rpm I
was doing! I want to be able to
pedal at 130rpm in there, but that
will take further acclimatisation.
So a successful first proper outing.
There are a few aerodynamic things
we can tweak yet, but most
important will be as much time in
the bike as possible just to get used
to handling it at speed. We are off
on holiday for a few weeks now,
time for a rest before we come back
and start the build-up for the World
Human Powered Speed Challenge
in Battle Mountain in October!
Whilst at Lelystad, we discovered
the current world hour record holder,
the German Whitehawk, lurking in
the garage. I hadn’t realised just
how big this bike is - and yet it did
50.4 51.2 miles in one hour! For
kicks we stood the Mango in front,
check out the size difference – the
Kingcycle looks like a child’s bike!
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Racing News
Darley Moor - July 14th 2002
The Prologue

Race 1b

A nice day for a bike ride, in spite of the
presence of a million and one kamikaze
motorcyclists heading for Donington Park for
the British Motorcycle Grand Prix. Luvverly
sunny weather. Since a month has passed
between then and now I cannot think of
anything else to put in this bit. But anyway. On
to gNick’s Great Social Experiment, the TwoPart Race Event Thing.

Boo, hiss! Phil Wray’s Baron disgraces itself
by snapping the bolt holding the idler pulley off
flush with the frame. Harsh words are said,
and Phil negotiates to borrow Fiona’s
Velodynamics. The usual suspects at the front
– Messrs. Chattington and Slade. Next is
Andrew Willmott, and wretch English who once
again repeats his party piece of placing himself
one inch behind a convenient faired machine.
Averaging over thirty miles per hour around a
course with a slow corner on an unfaired bike is
not on. Next up is Geoff Bird, putting in a
respectable average in the HPV Heaven,
ahead of Chris Cox, who is racing his Daviesfaired Windcheetah as the Wyre has developed
a discontinuity of the frame, requiring the
attention of a man with a brazing torch (i.e. it
broke). I’m told there was a big group a little
further back, including Tim Elsdale, Adrian
Setter, Paul Whitehead, Mike Burrows, Don
Rankin and Clive Sleath – Clive got dropped,
Tim escaped off the front, Don didn’t quite
make the sprint and Adrian edged Paul and
Mike for 4th , 5th and 6th unfaired. Rob Hague
takes Multi-Track honours by what seems to be
not very much from Roger English and his
Speedy, while the unfortunate Mr. Comp Sec
brings up the rear, with various internal
maladies in Sir Henry Rawlinson’s (the New!
Improved!! RED!!! Version of the Wooden
Fish) innards limiting him to but six laps.

Race 1a
Because he is either a glutton for punishment
or in need of some miles on the new bike, Rob
English had elected to do both races, and
promptly stormed off into a seemingly unassailable lead… No, actually, it is unassailable, but
because we are Evil, we take the time of the 30
minutes plus two laps on Vaughan Read
instead. So ‘tis Vaughan who gets the flag first,
but Rob went further, and faster. Confused?
Yes. Claire King takes the Ladies win from
Fiona Grove, Dean Cavanagh the ArmPowered honours ahead of Geoff Marshall and
the Junior Celebrity Death Match is resolved in
Katie Sidwell’s favour when Stuart Slade is
obliged to retire with an extremely sore foot.
Chris Willmott, making his recumbent riding
debut in his father’s faired Davies [ has anyone
ever done anything quite as bonkers as this
before? – Ed.] also retired; I think he dropped it
somewhere round the back.
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Race 2a

a.

Time off for tea and seed cake, followed by the
second race for 25 minutes plus a lap.
Because he is either a glutton for punishment
or in need of some miles on the new bike, Rob
English had elected to do both races, but this
time does not storm off into an unassailable
lead, no, instead it’s Chris Willmott, who seems
to have got to grips with the handling of the
Davies. Though the times suggest that Rob is
not actually trying very hard, as he comes in a
whisker ahead of moral unfaired victor Vaughan
Read. Claire again takes the Ladies class,
again from Fiona, but the latter has borrowed
Mr. Tchattington’s Tchaikowski and is utterly
delighted to edge out Jonathan Woolrich for 8th
overall. Why is Rob Hague in this race? I
guess maybe it’s because he has a train to
catch or something, as the Multi-Trackers are
spread over both races, so the afternoon M-T
results will have to wait… Dean Cavanagh and
Geoff Marshall again do the 1-2 in the ArmPowered class, and Phil Wray improves
considerably on his morning showing, having
borrowed Rob English’s Baron for this race and
finishing a respectable 5th .

b.

Ran with your Editor for much of the
race, and
Disproved the fashionable theory that
front fairings don’t make SWB bikes
faster, by putting 3.7 km/h / 2.3 mph
onto his average speed

So there!
New Stuff
Was there any? Lessee… Well, this was the
UK debut of Sir Henry Rawlinson, who looks
identical to The Wooden Fish On Wheels, save
for the colour, and contains a carbon-fibre
chassis rather than the intricate mixture of
steel, brazing, carbon and Blu-Tak that stopped
the Wooden Fish from being merely a pleasingly-shaped flower pot. Adrian Setter’s
Hurricane sported an “interesting” foam tail
fairing; interesting in that being left in a hot car
had done an “open, sesame” on the tape
holding it together and rendering it distinctly
lopsided. Adrian maintains that this is all part
of his experimentation to find the best shape.
Quote Of The Day

Race 2b

Brent said something which, on reflection, is
too unpleasant to include, and I really can’t
think of anything else any more. Sorry.

Pretty much the same at the front, save that
gNick gets Sir Henry to behave himself this
time, though overheating and cramp mean that
he can only get as high as 5th , behind Geoff
and ahead of Chris. In the unfaired division,
Rob English has stormed off etc. etc. But!
Suddenly!! The Hachi attempts to eat its
transmission, necessitating a stop for chain
fiddling and harsh words. While it is stationary
at the side of the track, your Editor passes into
the unfaired lead, and manages to stay there
until the end. Ha! Taste my foul eggs, you cur!
Rob still manages second, with Adrian Setter
and Mike Burrows in close attendance. Roger
English’s performance is sufficient to push Rob
Hague down to second in the Multi-Track class,
and an honourable mention to newcomer Brent
Meredith. He fitted a home-brewed Correx
nose to his Kingcycle for the afternoon session
and promptly:

NB: In case you’re wondering about the
scoring, I pretended that the “morning” and
“afternoon” races were entirely separate
events, added the points gained for each
together and divided by two. This is why those
who departed after the morning races have
such low scores. And also why those who
changed classes at lunchtime have low
unfaired points tallies. That is all.
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Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Darley Moor
Name
Rob English
Vaughan Reed
Claire King
Dave Bridges
Jonathan Woolrich
Fiona Grove
Dennis Adcock
Anne Coulson
Rob Harris
Anna Jenkins
Heidi Mayer
Dean Cavanagh
Katherine Sidwell
Geoff Marshall
Dennis Turner
Eddie Smith
Lorna Wray
Matthew Lindley
Al Johnson
Chris Willmott
Stuart Slade

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Darley Moor
Name
Ian Chattington
Steve Slade
Andrew Willmott
Rob English
Geoff Bird
Chris Cox
Dave Larrington
Tim Elsdale
Adrian Setter
Paul Whitehead
Mike Burrows
Don Rankin
Clive Sleath
Paul London
Brent Meredith
Neil Fleming
Rob Hague
Roger English
Richard Middleton
Jon Coulson
Kevin Jenkins
Huw Traylor
Matthew Chambers
Guy Greaves
Phil Wray
gNick Green

Davies
Kingcycle

Morning Race 1
Class
Laps
O/U
11
O/U
10
O/L
10
O/U/S
10
O/U/S
10
O/L
10
O/U
9
O/L
9
O/U/S
8
O/U/L/S
8
O/U/L/M
8
O/U/M/A
8
O/U/L/S/J
8
O/U/M/A
8
O/S
7
O/U/M/A
7
O/U/L/S
7
O/U/M/A
6
O/U/M/A
5
O
5
O/U/S/J
4

Min
39
38
38
38
40
42
39
41
38
38
39
39
42
44
38
40
42
44
40
44
44

Sec
45
06
12
57
35
12
02
09
05
55
07
09
45
02
59
40
08
08
10
08
08

Km/h
39.0
37.0
36.9
36.2
34.7
33.4
32.5
30.8
29.6
29.0
28.8
28.8
26.4
25.6
25.3
24.3
23.4
19.2
17.6
16.0
12.8

MPH
24.2
23.0
22.9
22.5
21.6
20.8
20.2
19.2
18.4
18.0
17.9
17.9
16.4
15.9
15.7
15.1
14.6
11.9
10.9
9.9
7.9

Vehicle
Equus Anonymous
Wasp II
Davies
Hachi
HPV Heaven
Windcheetah
Cosimo
Prone
Hurricane
Optima Baron
Ratcatcher 9
Kingcycle
Screech
Falcon
Kingcycle
Speedmachine
Greenspeed GLR
Windcheetah
Sir Alan
Toxy ZR
Windcheetah
Windcheetah
Windcheetah
Windcheetah
Velodynamics T5
Sir Henry Rawlinson

Morning Race 2
Class
Laps
O
14
O
14
O
13
O/U
13
O
13
O
13
O/U
12
O/U
11
O/U
11
O/U
11
O/U/S
11
O/U/S
11
O/U/S
11
O
11
O/U/S
11
O/U
11
O/U/M
10
O/U/M
10
O/U
10
O/U
10
O/U/M
9
O/U/M
9
O/U/M
9
O/U/M
9
O
8
O
6

Min
37
39
37
37
39
39
40
38
38
38
38
38
39
39
40
40
37
37
37
40
38
38
38
39
39
44

Sec
11
44
26
27
06
39
08
24
29
30
31
48
19
56
16
46
47
47
48
53
15
16
55
58
54
24

Km/h
53.1
49.7
49.0
48.9
46.9
46.2
42.2
40.4
40.3
40.3
40.3
40.0
39.4
38.8
38.5
38.0
37.3
37.3
37.3
34.5
33.2
33.2
32.6
31.7
28.3
19.1

MPH
33.0
30.9
30.4
30.4
29.1
28.7
26.2
25.1
25.0
25.0
25.0
24.8
24.5
24.1
23.9
23.6
23.2
23.2
23.2
21.4
20.6
20.6
20.3
19.7
17.6
11.8

Vehicle
Hachi
Optima Baron
Kingcycle
Shopper
Velodynamics T5
Kingcycle
Kingcycle

Snow Leopard II
Aerobike
Poulidor
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Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Darley Moor
Name
Chris Willmott
Rob English
Vaughan Reed
Claire King
Phil Wray
Rob Hague
Dave Bridges
Fiona Grove
Jonathan Woolrich
Dennis Adcock
Matthew Chambers
Anne Coulson
Guy Greaves
Anna Jenkins
Dean Cavanagh
Dennis Turner
Geoff Marshall
Katherine Sidwell
Eddie Smith
Matthew Lindley
Al Johnson

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
19

Darley Moor
Name
Ian Chattington
Steve Slade
Andrew Willmott
Geoff Bird
gNick Green
Chris Cox
Dave Larrington
Brent Meredith
Rob English
Adrian Setter
Mike Burrows
Paul Whitehead
Don Rankin
Clive Sleath
Paul London
Roger English
Neil Fleming
Jon Coulson
Kevin Jenkins
Huw Traylor

Vehicle
Davies
Hachi
Optima Baron
Kingcycle
Optima Baron
Greenspeed GLR
Tchaikowski
Shopper
Windcheetah
Kingcycle
Windcheetah
Kingcycle
Aerobike
Snow Leopard II

Vehicle
Equus Anonymous
Wasp II
Davies
HPV Heaven
Sir Henry Rawlinson
Windcheetah
Cosimo
Kingcycle
Hachi
Hurricane
Ratcatcher 9
Optima Baron
Kingcycle
Screech
Falcon
Windcheetah
Speedmachine
Toxy ZR
Windcheetah
Windcheetah
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Afternoon Race 1
Class
Laps
O
9
O/U
9
O/U
9
O/L
9
O/U
9
O/U/M
8
O/U/S
8
O/U/L
8
O/U/S
8
O/U
8
O/U/M
7
O/L
7
O/U/M
7
O/U/L/S
7
O/U/M/A
7
O/S
6
O/U/M/A
6
O/U/L/S/J
6
O/U/M/A
5
O/U/M/A
5
O/U/M/A
3

Min
31
33
33
34
34
32
33
33
33
35
31
31
31
35
36
31
32
35
33
38
31

Sec
08
07
08
20
42
38
00
25
25
34
10
20
21
00
14
32
54
07
33
06
15

Km/h
40.8
38.3
38.3
37.0
36.6
34.6
34.2
33.8
33.8
31.7
31.7
31.5
31.5
28.2
27.2
26.8
25.7
24.1
21.0
18.5
13.5

MPH
25.3
23.8
23.8
23.0
22.7
21.5
21.2
21.0
21.0
19.7
19.7
19.6
19.6
17.5
16.9
16.7
16.0
15.0
13.1
11.5
8.4

Afternoon Race 2
Class
Laps
O
11
O
11
O
11
O
10
O
10
O
10
O/U
9
O
9
O/U
9
O/U
9
O/U/S
9
O/U
9
O/U/S
9
O/U/S
9
O
8
O/U/M
8
O/U
8
O/U
7
O/U/M
7
O/U/M
7

Min
28
30
31
30
30
30
29
30
31
31
31
31
31
31
30
30
30
29
29
29

Sec
56
05
39
04
30
36
46
06
17
18
19
26
28
31
06
09
10
24
26
26

Km/h
53.6
51.6
49.0
46.9
46.2
46.1
42.6
42.2
40.6
40.5
40.5
40.4
40.3
40.3
37.5
37.4
37.4
33.6
33.5
33.5

MPH
33.3
32.0
30.5
29.1
28.7
28.6
26.5
26.2
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.1
25.1
25.0
23.3
23.3
23.2
20.9
20.8
20.8
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Darley Moor - Overall
Pos.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
19
20
21
22
23

Name
Ian Chattington
Steve Slade
Andrew Willmott
Geoff Bird
Chris Cox
Rob English
Dave Larrington
Adrian Setter
Paul Whitehead
Mike Burrows
Brent Meredith
Don Rankin
Clive Sleath
Paul London
Neil Fleming
gNick Green
Roger English
Vaughan Reed
Rob Hague
Claire King
Chris Willmott
Dave Bridges
Jonathan Woolrich

24 Fiona Grove
25 Jon Coulson
26 Kevin Jenkins
27 Huw Traylor
28 Phil Wray
29
29
31
31
33
34
35
35
35
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Dennis Adcock
Matthew Chambers
Anne Coulson
Guy Greaves
Anna Jenkins
Dean Cavanagh
Dennis Turner
Geoff Marshall
Katherine Sidwell
Tim Elsdale
Eddie Smith
Matthew Lindley
Al Johnson
Richard Middleton
Rob Harris
Heidi Mayer
Lorna Wray
Stuart Slade

Vehicle

Overall Points

Class

Equus Anonymous
Wasp II
Davies
HPV Heaven
Windcheetah
Hachi
Cosimo
Hurricane
Optima Baron
Ratcatcher 9
Kingcycle
Kingcycle
Screech
Falcon
Speedmachine
Sir Henry Rawlinson
Windcheetah
Optima Baron
Greenspeed GLR
Kingcycle
Davies
Shopper
Velodynamics T-5
Tchaikowski
Toxy ZR
Windcheetah
Windcheetah
Velodynamics T-5
Optima Baron
Windcheetah
Kingcycle
Windcheetah
Kingcycle
Aerobike
Bromakin
Snow Leopard II
Prone
Bromakin
Varna Speedcycle
Sir Alan

Poulidor
Kingcycle
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O
O
O
O
O
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U/S
O
O/U/S
O/U/S
O
O/U
O
O/U/M
O/U
O/U/M
O/L
O
O/U/S
O/U/S

O
2000
1921
1842
1724
1633
1596
1582
1439
1383
1383
1377
1336
1305
1259
1197
1192
1181
1181
1147
1110
1077
1072
1043

U

L

O/U/L

1034 653 1921

O/U
O/U/M
O/U/M

1024 1228
996 1197
986 1181

M

1961
1961
1803
1684
1698
740
1608
1557

S

J

A

2000
882
1921
1842

1429
1424
1418
1383

1961
1961
2000

1305
1259

O/U

958

699

O/U
O/U/M
O/L
O/U/M
O/U/L/S
O/U/M/A
O/S
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/S/J
O/U
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U
O/U/S
O/U/L/M
O/U/L/S
O/U/S/J

948
948
910
910
872
844
796
796
796
766
758
736
713
575
446
427
363
331

1125
1119

1724
1659

1842
1803

1684
1842

1091
1633
1062 1763
1582
1034
1557
2000
1506
1005
1506
1921
1005 1659
1506 2000
921
977
1455
1842
948
1414
1763
929
1383
1684
668
531
791
512 842 791
465 791
699
436
684 961

Cyclefest 2002
Or

Bikes, Beer And Aliens
by Wing Commander M. Burrows
I was thinking about giving Lancaster a miss, it being on the other side
of the world for us in deepest
Norfolk. But John Bradshaw, the
energetic organiser, had twisted my
arm into giving a talk as part of the
fun and frolics, and it turned out that
Vaughan was keen to try out the
Baron on the Salt Ayre “narrows”.
So off we set from a sunny East
Anglia on the Friday morn to arrive
midday in a very damp Lancaster.
We opted out of any riding and
instead went for an equally damp
walk around town, including a walk over the
new “Millennium” cycle bridge. Historians in
years to come really will wonder how cyclists
crossed rivers before 2000! Things got better
with the evening’s barbie, although as it was

Dennis Turner aboard his Aerobike
Photo: Geoff Bird
held indoors, none of the food was burnt and
did not taste of petrol, but there was a lot of
beer!
Saturday morning and not just no rain but an
abundance of sun, also an abundance of Fried
Things for breakfast, which Vaughan and I,
being dedicated athletes, felt obliged to
consume, not wanting to gain any unfair
advantage by just eating the muesli and
bananas…
Memories of the Salt Ayre track were quite
accurate – narrow and too tight for faired
Speedies, but as it turned out just right for
Ratcatchers. The track being visited by other
than cyclists, Jonathan W volunteered to walk
around picking up the broken glass!
HPV racing having become almost popular of
late, we had to divide the multitude into three
groups. First off were the ladies, little uns and
arm-powered, this saw Denise Wilson and
Claire King circulating rapidly as a pair and
lapping everyone – even Fiona Grove who was
herself going well on the Tchattington
Tchaikowski. Denise eventually pulled away for
a decisive win, the sleek lines of her new
RatRacer from Burrowscorp clearly playing a
part… Bias? What bias?
Anyway, the next group up included a couple of
pedal cars and a lot of people who had sensibly
avoided becoming elite athletes [Wot? Us??
With our reputation??? – Ed. ] but still managing
to go very fast – this saw my mate Vaughan

Geoff Marshall
Photo: Geoff Bird
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and Richard Everett in the company of a pair of
Trices powered by their builders Neil Selwood
and Ben Dickenson whizzing around as a
bunch until the two-wheelers broke away during
an overtaking move around back-markers.
Vaughan and Richard then worked as a pair
with Richard just getting it on the line and Neil
in the experimental Trice Monster [basically a
Micro with a 559 rear wheel – Ed. ] taking third.

boss man Paul Davies second and gNick in
third. Paul later complains that it is too easy
for his man. You never hear Ferrari complaining! [Quite right too – Ed. ]
Then things get really nice as we stop racing
and sit around in the sun with refreshments that
we had purchased in the nearby Asda Church
of St. Mary The Consumer. And especially nice
for Vaughan and I as we had discovered some
industrial-size bottles of Hoegaarden wheat
beer, the drinking of which on a hot day and
especially after a hard ride is one of life’s
special pleasures. However, strange goings on
were to follow, the first bottle was opened and
shared with Vaughan, who I had always thought
of as a native of Norfolk. But, like Arthur Dent
before me, I was to discover that my friend was
in fact an alien, probably from the Planet Zog
[Wrong shape – Ed. ], for it turned out that
Vaughan (probably not his real name…) does
not like Hoegaarden! And worse was to follow.
He had drunk the first couple of glasses,
cautiously commenting on its cloudiness,
which, we assured him, was the goodness and
nourishment, but he seemed unconvinced. I
then felt obliged to race in the Devil and while I

This left the usual gang of half-wfit regulars
plus gNick who, if he was half-fit would go very
fast – the new pointy red toy looks very
capable, except for stopping, that is. The rest
of us had to depart the grid at rather short
notice to avoid him running into us! The race
soon settled into the usual tactical format.
Legs Larrington, in the absence of Rob English
[who was en route to Italy by Bike Friday – Ed. ]
was the fastest of the unfaired and has just
enough slipstream for the likes of Paul
Whitehead and Adrian Setter to hang onto him.
In turn I can hang onto them, plus Neil Fleming
made a useful bunch; the outcome being
inevitable with Legs leading over the line and
Yours Truly bringing up the rear. In the
meantime Ian C was lapping everyone with

The bunch in pursuit - Mike Burrows at left; Richard Everett right.
Photo: Claire King
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Miles
Kn
igsbury

Nutters (assorted)
Photos: Geoff Bird
and changing saw Legs win and yours Truly
second with, I think, Paul Whitehead third
[original manuscript says it was Adrian, but this
is Not True, as he was captaining the tandem –
Ed.] although had he noticed that gNick was
making up the rules as he went, he would have
been second.

was gone, Vaughan opened the next bottle,
presumably just to check that they were all the
same (which it was) – he then proceeded to
give it away! Regular BHPC members will no
doubt recall large quantities of excellent wheat
beer intended for my personal consumption
being drunk by others [Wolverhampton ’91 –
Ed.] When the rest of Vaughan’s people come
to take over the planet, I will remind Vaughan
that he owes me one…

Racing over for the day, Vaughan and I were
able to rumble gently back to St Martin’s for
more food and beer (he has no problem with
the regular stuff), and also more talks from
Peter Eland – this time on how to make a
tandem in the bedroom. Sunday, more nice
weather and a really enjoyable mass ride to
Morecambe along the Lune cycle path for the
head-to-head drags down the prom. I set off
with Vaughan for a head-to-head cruise
instead, and discovered that Morecambe really
is a very nice place – even the statue of Eric Of
That Ilk is tastefully done – and Stone Pier is
one of the best things I have ever seen at the

Back to the racing, and having split the field
into three for safety reasons earlier, we now
sent out all and sundry for the Devil, to jostle
for position on the narrow bends – very
interesting, especially for Adrian and Claire on
the MicWic back-to-back tandem, travelling at a
fair pace and being a much-prized tow, the only
concern being, as you stared into Claire’s eyes,
what would happen if our SPD’s met? [Ha!
Looks rule, OK! – Ed. ] All this dodgy chopping
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seaside – all organic and with an excellent but
nicely ordinary café at the end, serving cheap
tea and buns.

The Editor adds:

Which is about it really. Another nice ride back
to the college and then all aboard Vaughan’s
starship bus for the long trek back to Norwich.
See you all again in 2004.

“Oi! Burrows!! I wanna talk to you about me
bum!!!” – Denise Wilson, after finishing the race
with a certain amount of rear-end discomfort.

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Lancaster
Name
Denise Wilson
Claire King
Fiona Grove
Anna Jenkins
Carolyn Lowing
R. Martin
Katherine Sidwell
Gail Aspden
Geoff Marshall
Eddie Smith
Marcus Asbury
Nicola Sidwell
Paul Robinson
Heather Bradder
Anne Coulson
Al Johnson
Lancaster
Name
Richard Everett
Vaughan Reed
Neil Selwood
Ben Dickenson
Jonathan Woolrich
Nick Martin
Rob Hague
Kevin Jenkins
Jon Coulson
Dennis Adcock
Dennis Turner
Tony Whitehead
Keith Rogers
Nigel Bradder
Paul Andrews
John Turvey
Charles Andrews
Lancaster
Name
Ian Chattington
Paul Davies
gNick Green
Geoff Bird
Dave Larrington
Neil Fleming
Paul Whitehead
Adrian Setter
Mike Burrows
Stuart Dennison
Nigel Sleigh
Paul London
Paul Lowing
Andrew Sidwell

Quote Of The Day

Race 1
Class
O/U/L
O/L
O/U/L
O/U/L/S
O/U/L/S
O/U/S/J
O/U/L/S/J
O/U/L/M
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/S/J
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/S
O/L
O/U/M/A
Race 2
Class
O/U/S
O/U
O/U/M
O/U/M
O/U/S
O/U/S
O/U/M
O/U/M
O/U
O/U
O/S
O/U/S
O/U/S
O/U/S
O
O/U/M
O/U/M/J
Race 3
Class
O
O
O
O
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U/S
O/U
O
O
O/U/S
O/U/S

Vehicle
RatRacer
Kingcycle
Tchaikowski
Kingcycle
Blue Bike
Ross
Snow Leopard II
Trice Micro
Bromakin
Bromakin
Ford Focus!
Velodynamics T5
XLT 2000 Pro
Oke-Ja
Kingcycle
Varna Speedcycle

Vehicle
Kingcycle
Optima Baron
Trice Monster
Trice XXL
Shopper
Ross
Greenspeed GLR
Windcheetah
Toxy ZR
Piglet
Aerobike
Kingcycle
Kingcycle
Vision R40
Pedalcar 1
Trice Micro
Pedalcar 2
Vehicle
Equus Anonymous
D6
Sir Henry Rawlinson
HPV Heaven
Cosimo
Speedmachine
Optima Baron
Hurricane
Ratcatcher 9
Speedmachine
Plastic Maggot
Falcon
Ross
Dilli-Dalli
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Laps
23
23
21
20
20
18
18
17
16
16
16
15
14
13
6
5

Min
48
48
48
49
49
49
49
48
49
51
51
49
50
52
52
52

Sec
11
11
08
39
48
07
37
28
11
04
26
18
50
06
06
06

Km/h
38.1
38.1
34.8
32.1
32.0
29.2
29.0
28.0
26.0
25.0
24.8
24.3
22.0
19.9
9.2
7.7

MPH
23.7
23.7
21.6
20.0
19.9
18.2
18.0
17.4
16.1
15.5
15.4
15.1
13.7
12.4
5.7
4.8

Laps
23
23
23
23
22
21
21
21
21
20
19
19
18
17
15
15
15

Min
47
47
48
48
48
46
48
49
49
50
49
49
50
48
47
48
48

Sec
41
41
58
59
09
52
36
06
23
00
15
58
24
33
54
27
40

Km/h
38.5
38.5
37.5
37.5
36.5
35.8
34.5
34.1
33.9
31.9
30.8
30.3
28.5
27.9
25.0
24.7
24.6

MPH
23.9
23.9
23.3
23.3
22.7
22.2
21.4
21.2
21.1
19.8
19.1
18.9
17.7
17.4
15.5
15.4
15.3

Laps
31
30
29
28
25
25
25
25
25
24
23
23
23
22

Min
46
47
48
47
47
47
47
47
47
46
46
48
49
49

Sec
45
59
07
59
43
44
44
46
49
57
53
01
16
02

Km/h
52.9
49.9
48.1
46.6
41.8
41.8
41.8
41.8
41.7
40.8
39.1
38.2
37.3
35.8

MPH
32.9
31.0
29.9
28.9
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
25.9
25.3
24.3
23.8
23.2
22.3
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Curborough – August 31st 2002
The Prologue

of winning the unfaired class and the rather
gentle pace of Tim Costen’s Wasp through the
esses, I make a fifty-yard detour across the
infield and lose the tow. B****r! Mr.
Chattington is, of course, leading, pursued by
Messrs. Willmott and Costen, but then Andrew
first dumps the Davies’ chain and then goes
grass-tracking himself, and Lo! your Editor is
running third on the road. Of course it cannot
last, and I am finally overhauled by Brent
Meredith’s correx-faired Kingcycle and a
recovered Mr. Willmott. Still, fifth overall ain’t
bad. Next up is Pete Cox, obliged to use wife
Barbara’s bagged Kingcycle as all his other
machinery is dead, followed by a close finish
between Mike Burrows and Paul Whitehead.
Paul gets it, just… Further transmission
problems restrict Rob to 9th overall and fourth
unfaired, but are we downhearted? Personally,
no J Bob Knight grabs Multi-Track honours
from Rob Hague and Kevin Jenkins, but Chris
Cox’ faired Speedy pulls off the track shortly
before the end, with the pilot suffering from
cramp. Geoff Bird also failed to finish, after a
rogue gust of wind edged him off the track at
the top corner, whereupon the HPV Heaven fell
in a big hole and toppled over, happily without
serious damage to either Geoff or the machine.

Well, I knew we were sharing with the veterans,
but had assumed that we would be squodged
into the middle of the programme as per usual.
But I had not checked the web site, nor read
my e-mail, since returning from Foreign Climes,
and thus was unaware of the fact that we were,
in fact, not starting until 3 pm, chiz. The
Norwich boys, Andrew Willmott and Tim
Elsdale were similarly afflicted, and indeed,
prior engagements obliged Tim to depart e’en
before turning a wheel in anger. So we all
stood around eating ludicrously unhealthy
sandwiches until the hour of Late, which my
poor jet-lagged brane held to be about eleven
o’clock at night L
Race 1
Because he is either a glutton for punishment
or in need of some miles on the new bike, Rob
English had elected to do both races, and
promptly stormed off into a seemingly unassailable lead…for the first two feet of the race,
whereupon his chain tied itself in a knot. At
which point Clive Sleath and Denise Wilson led
the race instead. Rob got underway again, and
soon took the lead on the road, but because we
are Evil, we decide to take the time on the first
Person Who Is Not Rob instead. This turns out
to be Clive, after Denise drops the Ratty at the
hairpin and loses the best part of half a minute,
though fortunately no skin, having only just
recovered from a prang at Eastway during a
session of the “T” word. She hangs on to take
the Ladies, though, from Claire King’s
Kingcycle – now with a bag on. Derrick
Tweddle bags fifth in spite of the state of the
Velodynamics’ front tyre – more than one
person reminding the Twed of the outcome of
last year’s Curborough (i.e. a crash). And Katie
Sidwell outruns both her big sister and penfriend Jody Sykes to grab Junior honours.

So, the Open class is now settled in Ian
Chattington’s favour (again), and the Juniors for
Katie Sidwell (also again), while things look
pretty good for Geoff Marshall in the ArmPowered class and Mike Burrows in Sports.
But it’s all pretty close at the top of the MultiTrack, with Rob Hague hotly pursued by Kevin
Jenkins and Bob Knight. Likewise in the
Ladies, with defending championess Fiona
Grove leading by but a few points from Claire
King and Denise Wilson. And in the Unfaired,
either Your Truly or Rob English will be
champion – we are currently tied on points, but
the only way I’m likely to win is if Rob is either
eaten by a tiger or else fails to work out how I
keep managing to sabotage his transmission…

Race 2

New Stuff

We line up. The flag drops. The Hachi makes
a strange noise, and fails to move. Rob makes
a rude noise, and sets to work on the machine’s chain while the rest of us scream off up
the straight. Two laps later, and he’s still there.
At which point, distracted both by the possibility

Not much at this stage of the season, though
Don Rankin had liberated a Thys 222 rowing
bike from a holidaying friend’s garage for the
first race, prior to reverting to his trusty
Kingcycle for the second. Stuart Dennison was
mounted on a Ratcatcher rather than the
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Speedmachine he’s been using earlier in the
season. And Brent Meredith’s fairing appears
to be gradually increasing in size – it’s now a
full one rather than a nose and tail, although
the holes at top and bottom are quite large. By
next season, I predicted he will have a fullyenclosed yellow missile and will be giving Mr.
Chattington a hard time. Perhaps. Finally, it is

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Curborough
Name
Rob English
Clive Sleath
Denise Wilson
Claire King
Derrick Tweddle
Vaughan Reed
Jonathan Woolrich
Jon Coulson
Don Rankin
Anne Coulson
Fiona Grove
Anna Jenkins
Carolyn Lowing
Keith Rogers
Katherine Sidwell
Dennis Turner
Geoff Marshall
Nicola Sidwell
Jody Sykes

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Curborough
Name
Ian Chattington
Tim Costen
Brent Meredith
Andrew Willmott
Dave Larrington
Pete Cox
Paul Whitehead
Mike Burrows
Rob English
Adrian Setter
Bob Knight
Neil Fleming
Don Rankin
Paul London
Paul Lowing
Andrew Sidwell
Rob Hague
Chris Cox
Kevin Jenkins
Stuart Dennison
Geoff Bird

pleasing to report that Mr. Membership
Secretary Dennis Turner has been reunited
with his stolen Aerobike Sprint, albeit at a price.

Quote Of The Day
********!! – Rob English, after his chain came off
for the third time in one day

Vehicle
Hachi
Screech
RatRacer
Kingcycle
Velodynamics
Optima Baron
Shopper
Toxy ZR
Thys 222
Kingcycle
Tchaikowski
Kingcycle
Blue Bike
Kingcycle
Snow Leopard II
Aerobike
Bromakin
Velodynamics T5
Snow Leopard

Vehicle
Equus Anonymous
Wasp II
Kingcycle
Davies
Cosimo
Kingcycle
Optima Baron
Ratcatcher 9
Hachi
Hurricane
Windcheetah
Speedmachine
Kingcycle
Falcon
Ross
Dilli-Dalli
Greenspeed GLR
Windcheetah
Windcheetah
Ratcatcher 9
HPV Heaven
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Race 1
Class
O/U
O/U/S
O/U/L
O/L
O/U/S
O/U
O/U/S
O/U
O/U/S
O/L
O/U/L
O/U/L/S
O/U/L/S
O/U/S
O/U/L/S/J
O/S
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/S/J
O/U/L/S/J

Laps
23
22
22
22
21
22
20
20
19
19
19
18
17
16
16
15
15
14
11

Min
45
43
43
45
43
45
43
45
43
44
45
44
43
43
44
45
45
44
44

Sec
15.54
22.20
50.08
02.82
19.35
28.20
52.55
03.35
51.80
25.81
32.16
33.73
29.73
24.20
30.14
24.94
40.58
29.89
48.80

Km/h
37.8
37.7
37.3
36.3
36.1
36.0
33.9
33.0
32.2
31.8
31.0
30.1
29.1
27.4
26.7
24.6
24.4
23.4
18.3

MPH
23.5
23.5
23.2
22.6
22.4
22.4
21.1
20.5
20.0
19.8
19.3
18.7
18.1
17.0
16.6
15.3
15.2
14.5
11.4

Race 2
Class
O
O
O
O
O/U
O
O/U
O/U/S
O/U
O/U
O/U/M
O/U
O/U/S
O
O/U/S
O/U/S
O/U/M
O
O/U/M
O/U/S
O

Laps
25
23
23
23
23
22
22
22
22
22
21
21
21
20
20
20
20
19
18
18
7

Min
41
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
43
41
42
42
41
42
42
43
43
41
43
43

Sec
34.88
19.86
34.42
48.38
56.34
20.04
29.10
29.39
41.07
08.56
37.98
24.50
48.67
54.20
08.00
32.80
08.25
51.20
36.69
51.20
51.20

Km/h
44.7
40.4
40.2
40.0
39.9
38.7
38.5
38.5
38.3
37.9
37.5
36.8
36.5
35.5
35.3
35.0
34.5
32.2
32.2
30.5
11.9

MPH
27.8
25.1
25.0
24.8
24.8
24.0
23.9
23.9
23.8
23.6
23.3
22.9
22.7
22.1
21.9
21.7
21.4
20.0
20.0
19.0
7.4
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CycleVision/European Championships 2002
By Young Master Robert (English)
After my brief flirtation with Yellowbike last year
it was back to Team Kingcycle this year for the
European champs in Holland. Having finished
fifth overall in Ghent in 2000, and third last year
in Brighton, I should have been aiming high this
year, but objectives changed with more time
being spent working with Miles on the new
Kingcycle hour bike than training. We just got it
finished (Miles was still installing the ventilation
system at 11pm the night before we left!), but
did not have time for testing beyond a couple of
laps of Castle Combe with the top off. It was a
relief though, after six weeks of intensive days
in the workshop, to have something rideable.

where we found the campsite, only to be told it
was full, doh! But fortunately we were directed
to another, which had plenty of room, once we
got past the dodgy looking smoking bouncers
at the gate! It also contained a certain Mr
Larrington, already on his third exceedingly
large beer. With tents duly erected, we trundled
into town in search of food. Amongst the many
Dutch I spotted Ian Chattington on a one-speed
town bike, also chasing dinner, having borrowed the bike from his B&B. We ended up
with some tasty take-away pizza before going
back to help Dave drink his beer.
The racing started easily on Friday with the
200m standing start drags outside the
Flevobike factory in Dronten. We arrived early,
as did the rain, which was heavy on and off,
along with strong winds all day. The Flevo
factory was open to visitors and we were very
impressed. Incredibly clean and tidy with lots of
lovely machines and equipment. Interesting
prototype hanging-monorail pedal powered twoseater, and the new Versatile velomobile,

So Thursday morning we loaded the Espace
with the Mango, my Hachi and Bike Friday,
Slash’s Wasp, and with David Kingsbury
making it four, hit the road. I hadn’t driven
through the Chunnel before, quite amusing to
go through French passport control in England
(complete with determined-to-only-speakFrench Frenchman), but otherwise uneventful.
Then it was four sleepy hours to Lelystad,

The social side of HPV racing...
L-R: some anonymous legs, Anne Coulson, Claire King, Adrian Setter, Jon Coulson
Photo: Geoff Bird
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Dronten: The latest incarnation of Sergei Dashevski’s “Kuban Sun”
Photo: Geoff Bird
complete with full cast-aluminium moulds for
the chassis. Gutted to discover that Ymte has
named his new mini-Quest the Mango – it took
us two months to come up with that, so we’re
sticking with it regardless!

and just got pushed into third by a fraction by
the back-to-back low carbon tandem. So I
wasn’t very happy as I’m certain I should have
at least made the podium. Fred van de Walle
went on to win; I ended up fifth.

I decided to use the Bike Friday for the drags –
200m is getting a bit long but particularly with it
being wet it seemed a good idea. Everyone had
two runs with the top nine going through. I
paired with Ymte on a Razz-Fazz, and despite
fishtailing like crazy when I tried to get out of
the saddle, comfortably beat him, hitting
33.5mph at the end, eventually to be third
fastest and safely through to the next round.
The rest of the large Brit contingent did okay;
Ian racing with the door off and Slash in the
trusty old Wasp being amongst the few faired
bikes to compete.

Disappointment continued when it was food
time – they had put on a meal in the tent, but
incredibly with no vegetarian option, great...
Had three cheese rolls instead, but not exactly
dinner, oh well. Later we decided to head over
to the other campsite for beers with the others.
In order to fit Dave L into the wagon with us, we
sat David in the Mango in the back, and I
drove, being the only non-drinker. In the grand
BHPC tradition, gNick was still fettling his new
bike, but did ride it to the bar before the night
was out.
Saturday dawned bright and sunny, and we
found our way to the track, where we discovered it was also very windy – surely if they just
turned off those big fans that are all over the
place we could have a bit of calm! The Mango
and the Hachi were immediately the point of
lots of attention, despite initially being parked
outside the track. Once we got the van inside
the crowds really descended upon us – nice to

The next round was three up drags – I assumed it was winner through to the final, so
won my heat and was getting psyched up when
I was called back again for another heat –
turned out it was top two through each time. So
not really ready, I raced, got into the lead, then
pulled my right foot out of the pedal. Did the
remaining 150m with only one foot clipped in,
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Guns Velomobiles. LOTS of velomobiles
Photo: Geoff Bird
hear lots of favourable comments after all our
hard work, though people didn’t believe I could
actually fit inside the Mango!

racers running across the track to their
machines before starting. I decided to give this
one a miss, having not spent more than an
hour on the Hachi yet, and also hoping to try
the Mango out later. So I helped gNick get
taped in and get going. Watching close on two
hundred riders trying to run in cleats was quite
amusing, but everyone seemed to get
underway quite safely. Ymte was in his Quest
for this one, and was going round at a crazy
speed early on, as was Thomas Schott, leading
the unfaired charge on his Razz Fazz. But both
would be pushed down to third in their respective classes by the end, Walter Berger in the
Birk streamliner and Dirk Hentschel in the
Magic Scooter overhauling Ymte and unfaired
hour record holder Leo de Nooijer (M5) winning
the unfaired ahead of Seppe Hoogzaad. Of the
Brits, Dave Larrington had the worst time,
somehow managing to crash nastily and
removing large amounts of skin. Geoff Bird
punctured after an hour, but was able to stop
safely before retiring. Steve Donaldson was in
gNick’s Wooden Fish, and was ahead of Steve
Slade for a long time. But Slash never really
slowed down, and once he caught Stevie D
they had a right battle for a while before Steve
cramped, allowing Slash to take off.

First race was the flying 200m. The unfaired
riders only got 500m run up, and only one
attempt. I had a couple of false starts with the
chain jamming – why do these mechanical
problems never rear their heads in training? –
but then did a really good run at 41mph.
Unfortunately owing to not looking at the
course enough before hand, I timed my effort
far too late and only hit that speed at the finish,
oops. The fully faired folk got a whole lap to get
going (2.7 km), but still didn’t do particularly
fast speeds, even with the tailwind. There was
lots of racing today, next up was the unfaired
criterium qualifications. The crit course was
nice, three fast corners, and one very tight slow
one at the start/finish. It was top ten through,
with twenty in each of four heats. I did a couple
of fast laps to safely establish myself in the top
five, before easing back to cruise round, saving
energy for later.
The big event of the day was the three hour
time trial. For some comedy reason it was
decided to have a Le Mans start, with all the
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pizza, then we sat and swatted mosquitoes for
a while before turning in. For the first time the
wind dropped completely in the evening –
would have been perfect for trying the bike with
the lid on, oh well.
Sunday, last day of racing. I was pretty up for
the hour time trial, wanting to see what the
Hachi is capable of, particularly against all the
tail-faired bikes. Not a good start though, with
the chain coming off again at the start, and
once part way through. However, I was holding
at 30mph the rest of the time, so was pretty
pleased. Just wait until I come back with a
tailbox and having done some training!
We had a bit of a break while various other
races went on: rowing bikes, trikes and
Challenge Hurricanes. It was nice to meet
Bram Moens, and encouraging to hear his
favourable comments on the Mango. He had

The Author and his new aero helmet...
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
Meanwhile, Miles, David and I had taken the
Mango, sans-top, into the infield to test the
launching trolley which had received further
modifications on the Wednesday. I did a nice
couple of runs, getting to 28mph in first gear,
before the rear tyre blew quite dramatically,
throwing me out and flipping the bike end over
end before it landed on the grass. Luckily no
real damage to me (few grazes) or the bike
(minor scrapes down the side), and we found
that the trolley works very well – the learning
process continues...
Earlier in the day we had spotted the White
Hawk (current hour record holder) lurking in the
building, so after the racing we took the Mango
over to compare the size. The resulting photo
says it all really – how can we fail to go faster?
Definitely encouraging. It was late by the time
we got back to the campsite. I cooked some
pasta with Dave while the others went off to get

HPV Heaven and Sir Henry Rawlinson (R)
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
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the end having been doing lots of
work on the front. Of course
Rosmarie Bühler won, looking very
smooth on her Birk as always. The
faired bike final only featured six
bikes, with five being British, but
provided some of the weekend’s
most exciting racing. Steve
Donaldson (back in his Wasp now)
led at the start, followed by Ian and
gNick (in the ‘fish, so he would have
sensible gears), but where was
Slash? He came past way behind,
asking if his tyres were flat. Getting
slower and slower he eventually
stopped on the back of the circuit,
where he discovered he had
It is impossible to have too many pictures of Birk Comets...
knocked the front brake on when
Photo: Ian Chattington
starting, hence the extra drag. Now
his hour bike there too, but it remained hidden
a lap and a half down, he was off like a rocket,
in his trailer because of the wind. The criterium
and quickly made it up to Ian (now in the lead),
was supposed to have two semi-finals of
although still a lap down. The two were neck
twenty riders, but with time running out they
and neck – Ian didn’t realise Steve wasn’t
decided to hold a forty rider final of 30 minutes.
contesting the lead, whilst behind the battle for
I started gingerly, and once I was sure the
second between Stevie D and gNick was
chain would stay on, put the hammer down to
equally exciting, with positions swapping about
get up to fourth, behind Ymte, Seppe and the
each lap. The finish couldn’t have been much
tandem. And that was where I stayed. Bram
closer; Steve was leading into the final bend
was getting close behind me but punctured,
when gNick dived up the inside, but then had to
and the top two lapped me, but very pleased
take a wider line in the corner, which meant
with that – finally everything came together.
Steve beat him to the line by half a length.
The Ladies’ crit proved entertaining watching
Claire’s face as she came into the tight corner
So three Brits on the podium! Ian also got third
– the relief showed each time she realised
overall – he was called up to the podium and
she’d made it round! And Denise, on her new
given his champagne, which he promptly
Ratracer, did a cracking race, being right up
kicked onto the floor where it smashed, then
there in the battle for second until dying a bit at
failed to understand the continental kissing
from the podium girl. The boy needs
more practice obviously! Perhaps
we need podium girls at BHPC
events… Still, when the overall
winner [Dirk Hentschel & the Magic
Scooter 2 – Ed. ] wasn’t there, Ian
got his bottle to open, and beat
Walter in the how-far-can-the-corkgo competition.

The Tomahawk - former Hour Record holder
Photo: Ian Chattington
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And that was it really, a fairly mixed
weekend, but overall very enjoyable.
Sunday night the rain came in,
relented a bit while we packed up
Monday morning, then was torrential
all the way back across Belgium
and France. Sunny in England
though, amazingly enough. Same
again next year, then?

And this is just some of half the field...
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich

The Europeans According To Geoffrey Birt Tee-Hee-Hee[1]
We have just returned from the European
Championships in Lelystad, Holland. We took a
hired Transit van loaded with my streamliner,
Fiona’s purple bike, gNick’s old streamliner (for
Steve Donaldson to race), Jonathan Woolrich’s
road bike (The Shopper) and my Brompton. It
took us a while to fit them all in! Jon’s bike
ended up strung from the roof...

go by a direct route (about 12 miles) and as I
had no intention of doing the Drags was
mounted on the Brompton and wearing jeans.
Unfortunately we had covered at least 30 very
wet and windy miles and by the time we
reached the Velomobiel factory in Dronten I
was soaked through and very hungry. Fiona
also lost her Sigma cycle computer here in
suspicious circumstances. We were told that
someone found it but no one knew whom. If
you have it can you please return it to the
address inside the front page? Thanks. We will
refund you the postage etc.

We took the Catamaran Ferry from Harwich to
the Hook of Holland on the Thursday morning.
Neither the Ferry Terminal Café nor the Cafes
on the boat served proper breakfasts much to
my and Jon’s disappointment - you usually
can’t get away from fried food on a ferry! Still, it
was quick. We shared the crossing with the
Mike Burrows party and the Rankins. Mike was
very impressed with the technology of the ferry
- especially the propulsion system (100,000
horsepower water jets). It cruised at 40 knots.
An already erected and very roomy tent
awaited us at the campsite. Many thanks to the
Donaldsons for that.

We missed out on the opportunity to put a
deposit down on a fully-faired trike and went
into town for lunch with Ian Oliver and Andy
Harrington (lunch didn’t seem to have been
allowed for in the schedule). The café we chose
doubled as the Registry Office. Luckily the
wedding party we saw was well equipped with
large umbrellas (well, this was Holland), as the
weather was getting even worse. After lunch we
accidentally met up with the Cox boys and
Stevie D whom we followed to the venue of the
Drag Races, outside the Flevobike factory.

The next day started with a group ride from the
campsite to the Town Hall for the obligatory
civic reception and from there to Dronten for
the Drag Races. Now, I assumed that we would
1.

the name “Geoffrey Bird” is guaranteed to reduce Dutch speakers to fits of helpless laughter.
No-one knows why…
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The weather eased off briefly for the drags.
Some of the streamliners were competing to
gain points including Serguei Dachevski (or
‘Danger Mouse’, as I christened him) in a long
low tube with a window in the front, which he
holds upright when stationary by sticking a
walking cane through the bomb door! He spent
much of the next two days riding a Kettwiesel
trike around on two wheels.
We took advantage of a lull in the proceedings
to look around the Flevobike factory. It is an
HPV builder’s dream - an immaculate workshop full of expensive prototyping machinery
and materials with walls lined with renderings of
every imaginable human powered concept.
Can’t see how they make any money though...
The event meal followed. Unfortunately the
caterers neglected to provide for vegetarians,
contrary to the EC organizers’ instructions, to
the chagrin of certain members of our party. I
got a lift back to the campsite...
The venue for the next day was a 3km long
automotive test track. The weather was much
improved - warm and sunny if a little windy. The
first event was the flying 200m. I waited some
time in the queue to start my run (only time for
one each - there were over 260 competitors
registered) before being told that the
streamliners were starting much further back.
The count down to the timed section was very
clearly marked and I timed my effort about
right. I was however a bit nervous of pushing
really hard, as I didn’t know how it would affect
the bike. Anyway, I did over 40 mph, which I
was happy with. The fastest was Jürg
Birkenstock who was nudging 50 mph.
The afternoon was the 3 Hour Race. gNick
came past me fairly early on at a pace I
certainly wouldn’t have been able to keep up
for the duration, so I let him go. Stevie D was
obviously on the steep part of the learning
curve with gNick’s old bike. Mike Burrows was
going like a train. Dave Larrington had a
mysterious crash. I saw him pushing the bike
with a nasty graze on his rump. Get well soon,
Dave!
I was averaging around 28 mph on a comfortable pace when at just under the hour mark the
bike went into a bit of a wobble approaching
the metal bridge and the back end went all
soggy - puncture! I stopped immediately but

In the crits; top to bottom: Chris Cox,
Rob English, Frederik van de Walle,
Ymte Sybrandy
Photos: Jonathan Woolrich
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Ben Wichers Schreur listens while the Ladies criterium field addresses him...
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
was relieved that the bike wasn’t fazed by the
blow-out. gNick stopped soon after having
overheated - too high gears, apparently.

stop when his chain fell off. Stevie D had now
mastered gNick’s hand-me-down to record an
impressive 34 miles. Ian Chattington came
fourth despite a wobbly front wheel.

I felt a bit sad watching the finish two hours
later. I was quite relieved when I punctured but
now wished I had finished. Many congratulations to those who did get to the end. The
winner, Walter Berger, covered 172 km.

The afternoon saw Andy Harrington distinguish
himself in the Challenge Hurricane race and
some exciting action at the hairpin in the MultiTrack Race; Jürg Birkenstock lifted a wheel big
time on his beautiful faired trike when he
decided to pass Rob Hague on the inside of the
corner. This elicited a two handed round of
applause from Rob on the exit whilst his
Greenspeed tracked straight and true.

The next day was the 1-hour-plus-1-lap time
trial. I had to mend my puncture first. This took
longer than expected as I discovered that the
fancy bolts I had bought to hold the shell on
were not made of aircraft grade alloy but of
cheese. The reason for the puncture was an
enormous staple! The weather was getting
colder and windier all the time.
Come the race the streamliners started a
minute later. I did nearly 32 miles with my
computer showing an average of about 31.7
mph, but I felt I could have gone faster. When
you are not used to the increased temperature
inside a shell you feel like you are riding harder
than you are. Still, it’s 10 miles further than I
would have gone without the fairing!
Fiona covered 20.75 miles. Mike Burrows was
going like an express train (26.4 miles) and
Rob English did 29.8 miles (see pics of his new
bike and the latest Kingcycle streamliner at
http://www.kingcycle.co.uk), despite having to

Rosmarie Bühler negotiates the hairpin
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
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The Faired Criterium was the last
race of the event and by then it was
blowing a gale. Only 6 bikes lined
up for the start of which 5 of us were
Brits! The wind was blowing straight
across the fast left-hander making
the bike want to go straight on.
Luckily the outside of the bend was
marked with cones as both Slash
and Ian found themselves the wrong
side of them on several occasions. I
decided that my goal was survival,
as I dearly wanted to put an
undamaged bike back in the van
this time. I came last, but then I was
freewheeling most of the time...

Sweden’s Henry Riedel - the lone non-Brit in the faired crit!
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
It eventually occurred to us to install Sherri’s
mum in the front of our van where she could
see the racing AND keep warm. Thanks for
minding our stuff for most of the event go to her
- hope you weren’t too bored.

Many thanks to the Dutch Club for a
well-organised and very enjoyable
event. There is a link to the results
and pictures on their site.

Quote Of The Meeting
“Gentlemen do not run in cleats!” – Mike
Burrows

Belgian carbon-fibre front-drive low racer
Yes, that’s a standard Challenge Hurricane behind it...
Photo: Geoff Bird
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This Just In...
In Case You Were Wondering…

Rules, OK?

…where the points tables are, they wouldn’t fit
in this issue, because they are too big.

With the AGM approaching, ex-Chairman Mike
brings up a few subjects for discussion thereat,
including (but not limited to):

Paul Lowing Notes…

•

Here is a link to an interesting website wot lets
you download cycling software: http://
www.xsystems.co.uk/machinehead/

•
•
•

P.S. I’ve noticed that Denise has got a lot
faster since she switched to riding a Ratracer.
Is this because:
a)
b)
c)

•

She has been doing a lot of training.
The Ratracer is very quick
Some combination of a and b above?

If we are happy with our rules should we
apply them?
Have we forgotten scrutineering?
Do we need front numbers?
Should we allow the fairing-in of components / tubes etc. in the unfaired classes?
Would someone like to work out a
handicap for individual riders?

To which I would add:
•

Mango Chutney

A better definition of what does, or does
not, constitute a “Sports Class” bike…

Plus, don’t forget to bring any unwanted bits
and pieces you wish to try to sell!

Sorry. Anyway, it has now been painted and
very pretty it looked when they brought it along
to Kimbolton. Then off they all went to
Millbrook for a try-out. Alas, an attempted
launch failed, over went she and unhappy is the
paint-job, mmm, yes. [ Shut up, Yoda – Ed. ]
However, a further attempt saw Rob lapping at
51 mph, which is a Good Thing. Also however,
the relatively rough surface of the Millbrook
track and the bike’’ titchy wheelbase meant that
the intrepid pilot estimated himself to be losing
a couple of mph due to the rough ride.
Accordingly, a new venue is apparently being
sought, with the Opel test track at Dudenhofen
being the most likely contender, and too far
away for me to go and watch, which is a Bad
Thing.

On The Scrapheap
The episode of “Scrapheap Challenge”
featuring gNick Green and the estimable Mr. C.
Sleath will be broadcast on the 20th of October.

In Case You Were Wondering…
…why this issue is earlier than usual, it is
because:
1.
2.

At least the damage is nobbut cosmetic, or so
I’m told, unlike that which occurred with Rob’s
other steed, the Hachi low racer. Modifications
were made, in order to prevent repetition of the
transmission troubles which cost the lad so
dearly at Darley Moor and, especially,
Curborough. Testing time – full-bore racing
start – flop. The frame has broken in the
vicinity of the head tube, apparently at the point
at which the designer had contemplated
reinforcement, then decided against it.
Engineers, eh? Tch!
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I wanted to get it out before the AGM, and
I wanted to get it out before departing for
Battle Mountain, where I am going to
watch the fast boys Do Their Collective
Thang and, perchance, uphold BHPC
honour in the accompanying HPRA races,
should Garrie Hill make good his threat to
lend me his Challenge Jester. This will
afford an æxcellent opportunity to
compare the Jester with Cosimo the
Stealth Baron, or alternatively to confirm
my suspicion that America doesn’t really
exist in a physical sense.

Clouseau’s Revenge?
Photo: Rob Hague
Suppliers & Wants
Advertising rates for the body of this magazine:

Full page: £30.00
Half page: £15.00
£5.00

Small ads for non-members:

Approximately 300 copies of each issue are printed. Entries in the “Suppliers and Wants” section are
free to BHPC members, and should Disseminate Essential Information only. Big and Clever One?
Please take out an advert at the above rates and send the money to our Treasurer, as she is the only
one of us lovely enough to be permitted to handle Money. If your address, phone number, prices or
products change, please tell me...
John Lafford, Arrow Bicycle Company, ‘Leonidas’, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wilts, SN8 2JD
Tel/Fax: 01672 540384
e-mail: jalafford@aol.com
Custom CAD design and manufacture of all types of bicycles and tricycles, including recumbents, time trial, fast tourer,
and power assisted vehicles. Cromoly tubing in round, aero and oval sections. Net-type seat fabric to suit tubular seat
frames. Narrow bottom bracket assemblies. Composite wheels in 650c and 20” sizes, with narrow hubs. Tyre rolling
resistance testing. Aerodynamic drag testing.
Avon Valley Cyclery, Bath Spa Railway Station, Bath, BA1 1SX
Tel: 01225 461880/442442
Fax: 01225 446267
e-mail: info@bikeshop.uk.com
WWW: http://www.bikeshop.uk.com
http://www/foldingbikes.co.uk
AVC-designed Road, Mountain and Bath bikes. The UK’s 1s t TCR Road Bike Centre and the UK’s top Folding Bike
Specialist. Family bikes, mountain bikes, comprehensive hire fleet and full workshop facilities. [Plus their web site
even mentions the word “recumbent” - Ed]
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BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Tel: 0171 405 4639
Fax: 0171 242 6931
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk
WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/bikefix.html
Recumbent-friendly shop in central London. HP Velotechnik, Burrows Ratcatcher, Hase, BikeE, Trice, Leitra,
Anthrotech, plus folders / transportables from Brompton, Birdy, Bike Friday & Airnimal. Alesa rims in 406, 507, 559
and 622 sizes; Continental, Primo and Vredestein tyres in 305, 406, 451 and all the big sizes. Recumbent luggage,
fairings and everything else you can fit on a recumbent. Test rides and social weekends. Get on the mailing list...
Stop press!! New Schwalbe Stelvios available in 406 & 559 - “Better race tyre than the Conti GP - allegedly!”
Mike Burrows Engineering, Bunkell Road, Rackheath Industrial Estate, Norwich, Norfolk, NR13, 6PX
Tel: 01603 721700
Ratcatcher 9, Touring / racing
£1957
RatRacer, Racing / more racing
DIY, £850
Also monoblades and other handy bits, including aero bits for “sticky” bikes.6
Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Tel: 01249 782554
Recumbent bike frames:
from £350
No. 1, short wheelbase, will fit Mk. 5 shell
No. 2, designed to fit Mk. 5 shell
Both come as unpainted steel framesets with forks and handlebars, to accept standard bike parts and 406/559 wheels.
Both suitable for faired or unfaired use by experienced recumbent riders. Race wins in both classes! To say nothing of
a real-life genuine Overall World Championship!! Buy one of his fairings now, before he grows tired of running The
Charity for Under-Funded HPV Racers - Geoff Bird
Composite products for HPV’s:
Mk. 5 bike shell, in 6 separate mouldings, fits SWB bike
D6 World Championship-winning shell
Mk. 4 trike shell, in 5 separate mouldings, fits trike approx. 60 cm track,
100 cm wheelbase
Bike front fairing
Bike rear fairing
Seat
Mudguards (20”, MTB, 700c)

from £350
£350
from
from
from
from
from

£250
£35
£35
£35
£10

Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EE
Tel: 01342 822847
Fax: 01342 826726
e-mail: bikes@futurecycles.co.uk
WWW: http://www.futurecycles.co.uk
Windcheetah, Trice and Anthrotech trikes, recumbent bikes from Optima, M5, Pashley, BikeE and Easy Racers.
We also handle European subscriptions for “Recumbent Cyclist News” (RCN). RCN is 100% dedicated to promoting
recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders,
dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers. Annual subscription £25.95 (six issues).
Hockerton Housing Project Trading Ltd., The Watershed, Gables Drive, Hockerton, Notts, NG25 OQU
Tel: 01636 816902
Fax: 01636 816902
e-mail: hhp@hockerton.demon.co.uk
Hire/Demos/Sales of Flevo Bike, Ross, Anthrotech, Brox plus any others we obtain in the meantime! Also, Site Tours
(on foot) of the infamous Hockerton Housing Project- earth sheltered, zero heating, zero CO2 autonomous housing
(as seen on or in every conceivable form of news media in the known Universe!). Full details from Nick Martin at the
above address.
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HPV-HEAVEN.COM
WWW: http://www.hpv-heaven.com
Tel: 01295 721860
Parts for recumbent and HPV home-builders. From the people who bought you Velodynamics Bicycles. Nosecone
moulding: £130.50, including edging strip, graphics (no mounting frame) and delivery to UK mainland. Seat foam,
frame-building components, tubing and miscellaneous parts. On-line advice files. Free small ads section. Coming
Soon: Seats and Tail-Boxes. Also, 3D CAD based Design and Prototype Service.
Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie Industrial Estate, Falmouth,
Cornwall, TR11 4SN
Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: sales@ice.hpv.co.uk
WWW: http://www.ice.hpv.co.uk/
ICE manufacture and supply the new much improved range of TRICE recumbent tricycles including the MICRO,
EXPLORER, XL and CLASSIC. X2 and EXPEDITION TANDEM versions of the Trice also now being produced. A
comprehensive range of options and accessories is also available direct from ICE.
Kinetics, 54 Switchback Road, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 1AE
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552
e-mail: ben@kinetics-online.co.uk
WWW: http://www.kinetics-online.co.uk
Recumbents from HP Velotechnik, Optima and Hase. Plus S&S couplings, Birdy, Brompton, Custom Framebuilding,
anything you like really...
Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Tel: 01621 0815476
“Hand Painted T-shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool”

Small Adz
Barry Walker, 73 Dalyell Road, London SW9 9SA
Tel: 020 7738 5609
“Evolution” lightweight sporty tourer. 700c rear wheel, USS, suspension, new SPD’s, mudguards, triple chainset.
Partly foldable; will dismantle in half. Suits you Sir or Madam. £575
Rhys Jones, 106 Street Lane, Denby, Ripley, Derbyshire, DE5 8NF
Tel: 01773 512210
e-mail: rhys.jones.com@bushinternet.com
Pashley PDQ 2 wheel recumbent, aquamarine blue, rack and brand new Continental tyres. As new. £650 o.n.o.
John Whaley, the North-East…
Tel: 0191 3734687
e-mail: john@wwiea.co.uk
Ryan Vanguard LWB recumbent, medium frame size. £400 o.n.o. Orbit Crystal SWB recumbent. £350 o.n.o
Phil Edwards, East Sussex
Tel: 01825 760008
e-mail: philip@edwards200.freeserve.co.uk
Recumbent tadpole trike, 20" wheels all round, home-built wooden frame, drum-braked front, front suspension, seems
to ride OK, needs more gears! Full description at www.edwards200.freeserve.co.uk/trike.htm. Offers, may deliver .
Alan Miller, Glastonbury, Somerset
Tel: 01458 850914
e-mail: alanm@iplaythebagpipes.co.uk
Windcheetah. 17 inch front wheels, mudguards, new XT rear mech. Rear view mirror, bottle holder, new Moulton
tyres, spare inner tubes. Immaculate condition – under-used! £1650
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And yes, it does say:

